UNIVERSAL WALL DRAIN PRO
#WDP03/WDP04

- designed for all 3”-8” block easy installation
- aesthetically pleasing
- reduced labour costs
- height easily modified for use with any size block or timber

#WDP03
- male end snaps into 3” piping

#WDP04
- male end snaps into 4” piping

47” neck extension available.

---

DRAINAGE KIT #PC100A

This is ideal for below grade driveways.

DRAINAGE KIT INCLUDES:
- 3 drains (39” each)
- 3 stainless steel grates
- 1 solid end cap (#DN75)

REPLACEMENT CLIP #PC100C (FOR #PC100A)

END CAP FOR 4” PIPE #PC100B (FOR #PC100A)

SOLID END CAP #DN75 (FOR #PC100A)
HAND TOOLS

SLEDGE MALLET
#602-7
31” Handle
31/8” Head
This sledge mallet is the perfect tool for damage-free, major adjustments. Comes with a life-time warranty.
7.4 LBS.
INSERTS INCLUDED:
1. Black Composite Rubber / medium hard
2. White Superplastic / medium hard

SLEDGE MALLET
#602-8
19” Handle
31/8” Head
This sledge mallet is the perfect tool for damage-free, major adjustments. Comes with a life-time warranty.
6.6 LBS.
INSERTS INCLUDED:
1. Black Composite Rubber / medium hard
2. White Superplastic / medium hard

PAVER MALLET
#602-6
19” Handle
23/8” Head
This mallet is made of cast iron and has replaceable inserts. It’s perfect for large wall projects. Comes with a life-time warranty.
3.5 LBS.
INSERTS INCLUDED:
1. Black Composite Rubber / medium hard
2. White Superplastic / medium hard

DEAD BLOW (40MM)
#636-4
14” Handle 4” Head
1.6 LBS.
This dead-blow mallet has a steel head with replaceable nylon inserts. A sealed container, within the insert, is filled with a steel shot for a rebound-free strike. Comes with a life-time warranty.

DEAD BLOW (70MM)
#636-7
14½” Handle 4½” Head
5 LBS.

BP PAVER MALLET
#696-8
9½” Handle 2” Head
3.2 LBS.
This is a soft-face mallet. It is designed with two different inserts of varied hardness. This is a great mallet to use for small adjustments without damaging your products. Comes with a life-time warranty.
INSERTS INCLUDED:
1. White Nylon/hard
2. Red Plastic/hard

REPLACEMENT INSERTS

RED PLASTIC
For item #602-6 use insert #620-66
For item #696-8 use insert #696-65

BLACK COMPOSITE RUBBER
For item #602-6 use insert #620-26
For item #602-7 use insert #620-28
For item #602-8 use insert #620-28

WHITE NYLON
For item #602-8 use insert #620-88
For item #636-4 use insert #650-84
For item #636-7 use insert #650-87
For item #696-8 use insert #698-85

WHITE SUPERPLASTIC
For item #602-7 use insert #620-78